
Always Trippin’ 
 

given the time you’re likely to find 
all has been already said 

given the time you’re likely to find 
it’s all in your head 

 
the things you do, the choice you made 

are influenced by those around you 
given the time you’re likely to find 

find real you 
 

always trippin’ over you inside of me 
I’m always trippin’ over you inside of me 
I’m always trippin’ over you inside of me 

I’m always trippin’  
always trippin’ 

over you - inside of me 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Cut The Bullshit 

cut the bullshit let me in 
it's pissing down again 
so I had a bit to drink 

but I'm not my old man 
I don't want to be judged by you 

or anybody else 
can't you see I'm drying so hard 

I try to be my best 

there's so much more to learn 
so many mistakes I need to make 

what does not kill you makes you stronger 
and I'm not about to break 

but when you come charging in 
I'm always on defence 

without chance to explain 
I'm guilty just the same 

can't you see you're not helping me at all 
can't you see there's no reason to throw it all 
you're just like me, you're hurting deep inside 

it's about give and take 
it's not about your pride 
'cause I swallowed mine 

time & time again 



Do You Know How I Feel 
 

is this time that we waste 
is this laugh that we share 

is this feeling just illusion in my head 
 

will you level down with me 
and if  I whisper will you scream 

will you lend me tears of your life 
 

how I need you hand 
to hold me hard once again 

and tell me everything will be alright 
do you know how I feel 

 
would I lose you if I said 

without you my hart is dead 
no, not me - I'm loving you instead 

 
this skin and bones 

without you they're so lost 
no not me - they're loving you instead 

 
let you know how I feel 

 
yeah, my little soul 

I just thought I'll let you know how I feel 
how I feel 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Getaway 
 

they told me lies, to get away from me 
they hurt nothing but pride, with brutality 

and now I think it’s the time 
they face away and feel – reality – 

 
so you think it’s OK to say one thing 

and do another 
OK to lie, cheat & steal if nobody finds out 

build your happiness on greed and failure of others 
make me feel the way that you did 

and then run for the cover! 
 

leave me wanting now 
leave me wanting now, now, now 

leave me wanting now (I’ve got nothing to say, nothing to give)  
leave me wanting now 

(oh just get away) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



If 
 

I need to breathe the life again 
'cause I'm scared of turmoil & pain 

that's why I restrict my soul & my heart 
to feel what was right form the start 
and now look - I lost more that I gain 

out of life 
 

if I had it all again - what would I do       what 
if I lost it all again - what would I say      now 

would I had what I have - without pain I 
would I feel what was right - feel right now 

 
no no no no no 

don't say it again 
'cause there's nothing to say, no one to play, 

play this game 
and there's no one to blame 

but myself 
myself 

no no no no no, 
 

if I had it all again - what would I do       what 
if I lost it all again - what would I say      now 

would I had what I have - without pain I 
would I feel what was right - feel right now 

can't help thinking what's right path / and where would it lead now 
can't help doubts in my mind / but why does it feel right 

ask myself every night / and this is what I've found 
follow your hart / the rest will fall into the place 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Don't Lie  To Me

hide behind the words 
read between the lines 
disregard your feelings 

but don't lie to me... 
don't lie to me ... 

everything has purpose 
purpose has a gain 

make the most out of it all 
but don't lie to me.. 

don't lie to me... 

honesty is a quality that one cannot deny 
trust is something one can get through the test of time 

spread your thought - share your scars in the 
footsteps behind 

once released - minds run free it's amazing what 
you'll find 



Penny For Your Thoughts

penny for your thoughts my dear 
precious peace of your mind 

no I won’t treat you wrong my dear 
no I won’t leave you behind 

- no I won’t leave you behind -

feeling overcome your reasons 
brain plays with the heart

what we have it’s not much babe 
but I’ll take what we’ve got 

oh yeah, I’ll take what we’ve got 
yes I’ll take 

‘cause all that you want 
at the end of the day 
it’s just peace of mind 

and clear conscience to stay 

so penny for your thoughts my dear 
precious peace of your mind 



Taken For Granted 
 

taken for granted, used and abused 
pushed aside 

when there's nothing to gain, why suffer the pain 
why swallow your pride 

I've been chasing that tail, finding my way 
I've been last without trace 

waiting for no one hoping that someone 
will show their true face 

 
I've been chasing, I've been dreaming 

I've been living a lie 
don't know many things 

but I know how to cry 
 

I was hoping I've been searching 
I was higher than high 

don't know many things 
but I certainly know how to cry 
but I certainly know how to cry 

 
I'm running out of breath 

You're running out of time 
and 'nobody's friend is a friend of mine 

and I said: 
You're running out of breath 
and I'm running out of time 

and 'nobody's friend is a friend of mine 
 

we all gotta die someday 
but will it make a difference 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Uncomfortable Silence 
 

life is just a long fucking lesson 
keep learning you’re doing fine 
taste, feel & breathe this pain 

there’s a reason behind it 
 

takes time (of exposing yourself) 
to truthfully know what you are 

for every scar (there’s smile & joy) 
embrace and improve who you are 

what you are!? 
 

life is just a long burning question 
keep asking you’re doing fine 

life has a funny way of showing 
yourself what you truthfully are 

 
every time (you leave, a piece of me must die) 

and I cry (yet, still I’m wondering why?) 
it’s all fucked up? 

 
fully loaded razor sharp – that’s the way I am 

sad, broke, torn, misplaced – that’s the way I stand 
but who am I & where all this is goin’ 

question time but my mind is always flowing 
- uncomfortable silence - 

 
awake, work, sleep, die – that’s the way they say 

I might as well go blind – I won’t obey 
but who am I and who’s creating all the reasons 

will I survive all this life time collisions? 
- uncomfortable silence - 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Who Knows 
 

who will pick up the pieces 
who will know all the answers 

who will hurt the most when all is lost in here 
and this teary eye is too blind to see it 

who knows 
who knows 

stranded in life, lost in open sea 
wasting time while time is waiting for me 

who knows 
who knows 

no need to live in denial 
there's a window of hope and faith 

how so much love can quickly disappear 
and hate is slowly starting to appear 

who knows 
who knows 

stranded in life lost in open sea 
wasting life while life is waiting for me 

there's always one more chance 
one more time, again 

there's always one more chance 
one more time, again and again and again and again 

who will restore belief in soul and heart 
who will resolve what's tearing us apart 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Justified Mistakes 

lying is a part of personality or so the people say

temper is what makes a person
habit will lead him away

but how come than we’re all equal
nobody will take the blame

how come than we all long for pride
nobody will take the shame

to deal with
to feel with

to resonate within ourselves

yesterday night was someone else’s day
and somebody’s dearest is someone else’s prey

but how come than we’re all equal
nobody will go and get

how come that we all learn through life 
forgive but don’t forget

to deal with
to feel with

To resonate within ourselves

resonate

why do we justify mistakes
why we always justify mistakes

why do we always justify mistakes
why don’t we take it as a mistake

mistake




